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ABOUT THE BOOK
IN BRIEF:
The idea for this story had its genesis in an unpublished novel titled The Cannibals which was about a group
of inhabitants who find themselves trapped in their apartment building. In Under the Dome the story begins
on a bright autumn morning, when a small Maine town is suddenly cut off from the rest of the world, and
the inhabitants have to fight to survive. As food, electricity and water run short King performs an expert
observation of human psychology, exploring how over a hundred characters deal with this terrifying scenario,
bringing every one of his creations to three-dimensional life. Stephen King’s longest novel in many years,
Under the Dome is a return to the large-scale storytelling of his ever-popular classic The Stand.

IN DETAIL:
Fast-paced, yet packed full of fascinating detail, the novel begins with a long list of characters, including
three ‘dogs of note’ who were in Chester’s Mill on what comes to be known as ‘Dome Day’ — the day when
the small Maine town finds itself forcibly isolated from the rest of America by an invisible force field. A
woodchuck is chopped right in half; a gardener’s hand is severed at the wrist; a plane explodes with sheets of
flame spreading to the ground. No one can get in and no one can get out.
One of King’s great talents is his ability to alternate between large set-pieces and intimate moments of
human drama, and King gets this balance exactly right in Under the Dome. After a bravura opening which
portrays in cinematic clarity the terrifying reality of a town encased under an invisible dome, Stephen King
gets up close to his enormous cast of characters, telling us about their anxieties, hopes and secret desires.
As always, King is as adept at depicting good as evil, and the inhabitants of Chester’s Mill are not all good
guys struggling to save the town — there are just as many who take advantage of what’s happened to fulfil
their own dark desires.
As the situation beneath the dome gets darker and darker — and the town begins to run out of food,
electricity and water, Chester’s Mill needs to call on its heroes, led by Iraq veteran Dale Barbara, to prevent
the town falling into anarchy and work out the source of their mysterious imprisonment.

QUOTES:
‘America’s greatest living novelist delivers his masterpiece’- Lee Child
‘Under the Dome has terrific pace, whizzing from one cliffhanger to the next on narrative wires strung to an
admirable tension’ - Daily Telegraph

‘King’s most purely entertaining novel in years’ – John Connolly, Irish Times
‘There is about it something of an American Lord of the Flies’ – The Times
‘Under the Dome is the work of a master storyteller having a whole lot of fun, and he makes it hard not to join
in’ - Los Angeles Times

AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY:
‘I tried this once before when I was a lot younger, but the project was just too big for me. But it was a terrific
idea and it never left my mind . . . and every now and then it would say write me, and eventually I did.’
Under the Dome took over 25 years to write. And it was worth every second of the wait.
Stephen King is the author of more than 40 books, all of them worldwide bestsellers including The Stand, Cell
and most recently the acclaimed collection Just After Sunset. Many of his books have been turned into films,
including Stand By Me and The Shawshank Redemption.
He lives with his wife, novelist Tabitha King, for most of the year in Maine, where Under the Dome is set.

STARTING POINTS FOR DISCUSSION:
1.

King says in his acknowledgements that he wanted to write a novel with the ‘pedal consistently to the
metal.’ How does he achieve this?

2.

In a recent interview, Stephen King explained he writes two kinds of books : big canvas books which are
populated with all sorts of characters (into which Under the Dome falls) and close-up books like Misery.
How do the two strands compare?

3.

What techniques does Stephen King use to help distinguish the characters?

4.

King writes that ‘in times of crisis, folks are apt to fall back on the familiar for comfort.’ Is this
something you’ve observed in your own life?

5.

How does King use the location of ‘Chester’s Mill’ in the novel? What is the significance of this location?

6.

In what way is Hallowe’en a significant event in this novel? Which other King novels features scenes that
take place on Hallowe’en?

7.

How is the media depicted in the novel?

8.

Why doesn’t Barbie like the sound of a ‘dead zone’? Is there any secret significance to this line?

9.

What role does religion play in the book?

10. How does Stephen King address serious ecological problems through Under the Dome?
11. The novel was written during the last years of the Bush administration in the USA. Discuss any political
dimension to the novel.
12. How do you interpret the novel’s conclusion?
13. Music is important to most of Stephen King’s novels. What role does it play in this one?
14. ‘There is about it something of an American Lord of the Flies’ – The Times. Discuss.
15. Under the Dome has been adapted into a popular television series by Brian Vaughan, produced by Steven
Spielberg and Stephen King. How does such a big story adapt to television?
16. King attempted to write Under the Dome in his youth, how do you think his development as an author in
those years might have helped him to approach the subject again?

ABOUT THE TELEVISION SERIES:
Under the Dome is now also a hit television series. Adapted by Brian Vaughan and produced by King and
Steven Spielberg, the show premiered in 2013 and brought in record viewing numbers to the American
channel CBS.

READ EXTRACT:
THE AIRPLANE AND THE WOODCHUCK
1
From two thousand feet, where Claudette Sanders was taking a flying lesson, the town of Chester’s Mill
gleamed in the morning light like something freshly made and just set down. Cars trundled along Main Street,
flashing up winks of sun. The steeple of the Congo Church looked sharp enough to pierce the unblemished sky.
The sun raced along the surface of Prestile Stream as the Seneca V overflew it, both plane and water cutting
the town on the same diagonal course.
‘Chuck, I think I see two boys beside the Peace Bridge! Fishing!’ Her very delight made her laugh. The flying
lessons were courtesy of her husband, who was the town’s First Selectman. Although of the opinion that if God
had wanted man to fly, He would have given him wings, Andy was an extremely coaxable man, and eventually
Claudette had gotten her way. She had enjoyed the experience from the first. But this wasn’t mere enjoyment; it
was exhilaration. Today was the first time she had really understood what made flying great. What made it cool.
Chuck Thompson, her instructor, touched the control yoke gently, then pointed at the instrument panel. ‘I’m
sure,’ he said, ‘but let’s keep the shiny side up, Claudie, okay?’
‘Sorry, sorry.’
‘Not at all.’ He had been teaching people to do this for years, and he liked students like Claudie, the ones who
were eager to learn something new. She might cost Andy Sanders some real money before long; she loved
the Seneca, and had expressed a desire to have one just like it, only new. That would run somewhere in the
neighbourhood of a million dollars. Although not exactly spoiled, Claudie Sanders had undeniably expensive
tastes which, lucky man, Andy seemed to have no trouble satisfying. Chuck also liked days like this: unlimited
visibility, no wind, perfect teaching conditions. Nevertheless, the Seneca rocked slightly
as she overcorrected.
‘You’re losing your happy thoughts. Don’t do that. Come to one-twenty. Let’s go out Route 119. And drop on
down to nine hundred.’
She did, the Seneca’s trim once more perfect. Chuck relaxed.
They passed above Jim Rennie’s Used Cars, and then the town was behind them. There were fields on either
side of 119, and trees burning with color. The Seneca’s cruciform shadow fled up the blacktop, one dark wing
briefly brushing over an ant-man with a pack on his back. The ant man looked up and waved. Chuck waved
back, although he knew the guy couldn’t see him.
‘Beautiful goddam day!’ Claudie exclaimed. Chuck laughed.
Their lives had another forty seconds to run.

2
The woodchuck came bumbling along the shoulder of Route 119, headed in the direction of Chester’s Mill,
although the town was still a mile and a half away and even Jim Rennie’s Used Cars was only a series of
twinkling sunflashes arranged in rows at the place where the highway curved to the left. The chuck planned (so
far as a woodchuck can be said to plan anything) to head back into the woods long before he got that far. But for
now, the shoulder was fine. He’d come farther from his burrow than he meant to, but the sun had been warm
on his back and the smells were crisp in his nose, forming rudimentary images – not quite pictures – in his
brain.
He stopped and rose on his back paws for an instant. His eyes weren’t as good as they used to be, but good
enough to make out a human up there, walking in his direction on the other shoulder.
The chuck decided he’d go a little farther anyway. Humans sometimes left behind good things to eat.
He was an old fellow, and a fat fellow. He had raided many garbage cans in his time, and knew the way to the
Chester’s Mill landfill as well as he knew the three tunnels of his own burrow; always good things to eat at the
landfill. He waddled a complacent old fellow’s waddle, watching the human walking on the other side of the
road.
The man stopped. The chuck realized he had been spotted. To his right and just ahead was a fallen birch. He
would hide under there, wait for the man to go by, then investigate for any tasty— The chuck got that far in his
thoughts – and another three waddling steps – although he had been cut in two. Then he fell apart on the edge
of the road. Blood squirted and pumped; guts tumbled into the dirt; his rear legs kicked rapidly twice, then
stopped.
His last thought before the darkness that comes to us all, chucks and humans alike: What happened?

3
All the needles on the control panel dropped dead.
‘What the hell?’ Claudie Sanders said. She turned to Chuck. Her eyes were wide, but there was no panic in
them, only bewilderment. There was no time for panic.
Chuck never saw the control panel. He saw the Seneca’s nose crumple toward him. Then he saw both
propellers disintegrate. There was no time to see more. No time for anything. The Seneca exploded over Route
119 and rained fire on the countryside. It also rained body parts. A smoking forearm – Claudette’s – landed
with a thump beside the neatly divided woodchuck.
It was October twenty-first.
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